
BUilDing SUmmaRy

Working under the newly founded office of Sustainability at the 

University of notre Dame, Stinson-Remick Hall was charged with 

becoming the university’s first leeD-designed building through 

the US green Building council’s leadership in energy and 

environmental Design program. BSa lifeStructures served as the 

lead architectural and engineering design firm for the project.

Stinson-Remick addresses the multiple needs of the college of 

engineering, replacing a facility no longer conducive to modern 

educational techniques. the facility is 150,000 square-foot with 

one level below grade with three levels above grade and a large 

mechanical penthouse that accommodates some of the most 

sophisticated equipment on campus:

Interdisciplinary Learning Center, with teaching •	 labs, that 
is centrally located in the building

State-of-the-art nano- and micro-device fabrication and •	
processing facility

The Center for Nano Science and Technology with •	
associated electronic materials and device activities, an 
ultra-high vacuum crystal growth system

A Clean room with advanced lab for constructing •	
complex circuits

A semi conductor processing and devise fabrication •	
clean room

The newly-emerging Energy Center, with open research •	
labs, analytical instrumentation and wet labs

Materials Characterization facility, with labs and •	 specialty 
areas for imaging and electron optics

DeSign appRoacH

the engineering team used a multidisciplinary approach with 

integrated design techniques that required close collaboration 

between mechanical, electrical, structural, civil/site engineering and 

numerous specialty consultants to meet functional and sustainable 

objectives.

in addition to serving as lead architect and engineer, BSa 

lifeStructures discovered that their role had a human element. 

it included ongoing meetings with users and coordination 

with School of engineering faculty and researchers that would 

eventually occupy Stinson-Remick. this project was an opportunity 

for a school to completely re-invent the program with a modernized 

facility. objectives that supported this goal included:

Elevate the university’s engineering programs•	

Raise the profile as a research institution•	

Create new technologies that create new businesses•	

Attract top researchers and faculty•	

Role of entRant’S fiRm
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the program at Stinson-Remick Hall is like a complex recipe, a 

blend of diverse ingredients that must be seamlessly blended for 

a successful outcome. for the designers of Stinson-Remick Hall, 

these key ingredients included complex research, teaching and 

production environments - all with their own systems needs and all 

within the context of designing a high-performance leeD facility. 

in addition to a diverse program, the building’s lab and research 

spaces dictated accountability for specific and exacting emi, 

vibration, temperature, humidity and contamination. the design 

team established an integrated multidisciplinary design approach 

to address the complimenting and competing program criteria. 

Design solutions from architects, mechanical and electrical 

engineers, emi consultants, acoustic/vibration consultants, 

laboratory Design consultants and Structural engineers were 

simultaneously proposed, debated and modified until a successful 

building plan was produced.

oRiginality /  innovative application of tecHniqUeS

Defining tHe key ingReDientS 
to a HigH peRfoRmance 
engineeRing facility

Design Concept

Wind Tunnel Modeling

Design Achievement

See Figure 1 at right

ORIGINAL & INNOVATIVE APPLICATIONS OF DESIGN

Whole-Building Energy Modeling

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)

Vibration and Acoustical (V/A)

Clean Room Class 10,000 / 1,000 / 100

Clean Room Humidi�cation

Clean Room Dry Fire Protection 

Building Air Handlers

Seasonal Chiller Provide air conditioning and process cooling during unusual seasonal conditions 
when the campus chilled water system is o�.

See Figure 2 at right

Pre-construction site measurements produced a baseline for design. Studies 
during design o�ered exacting placements of structual systems for sensitive areas.

See Figure 3 at right

Achieved with a high pressure atomizing system using reverse osmosis water to 
maintain ultra clean air.

Utilized for protection of expensive / special equipment used in the clean room.

Manifolded together (212,500 total CFM) to provide redundancy and 
maintenance �exibility.

Optimize energy usage and return on investment



HoW We pReventeD exHaUSt 
fRom Re-ciRcUlating into tHe 
BUilDing anD campUS
given the amount of exhaust for the number of labs in 

Stinson-Remick Hall, the design team engaged a specialist 

to conduct wind tunnel modeling. this process ensured that  

building exhaust does not recirculate into the building or 

affect the surrounding campus. the modeling also analyzed 

the energy profile of the exhaust plume to minimize fan 

energy by allowing variable speed drives to lower fan sped to 

accommodate varying design flows.

emi–keeping it in,
keeping it oUt
Site pre-construction measurements produced a baseline for 

design. ongoing emi studies during design offered exacting 

placements of emi producing equipment and systems while 

isolating emi sensitive areas. the entire electrical equipment 

room, the electrical generator room and several laboratories 

were encased with aluminum shielding on all six sides to 

either keep emi interference from escaping or to prevent emi 

interference from getting in.

clean RoomS go
Ball Room
the ballroom concept allows researchers to design and use 

their own space as they see fit. to achieve clean Room 10000, 

1000 and 100 in this setting, the design includes Hepa filtered 

top down unidirectional air flow pattern introduced at the ceiling 

and returned through a perforated floor system (200,000 total 

cfm). the airflow pattern was precisely designed to insure 

particles would not contaminate the research and manufacturing 

products. this concept is typical in industry lab environments 

but novel to academic institutions and closes the gap between 

collegiate to marketplace.

oRiginality /  innovative application of tecHniqUeS

figURe 2

figURe 3

figURe 1



valUe to tHe engineeRing pRofeSSion & pUBlic peRception

if yoUR engineeRing pRogRam 
WaS Special, HoW WoUlD yoU 
SHaRe it WitH tHe WoRlD?

Stinson-Remick Hall is “engineering on Display”. the most successful designs 

are those that involve the users from the start. the users of Stinson-Remick 

Hall are professors and researchers dedicated to the teaching, education and 

recruitment of engineering students and researchers. the design team reflected 

this dedication through a facility that communicates with the engineering 

community. the building design incorporates the latest in engineering system 

technology and puts this technology within view of all who enter.

See-through glass walls in the commons area allow the students and visitors a 

glimpse at the working environment of clean room manufacturing and research. 

as the mechanical areas to make the clean room environment offer an educational experience on their own, the mechanical space above 

the main level clean room is viewable to students and visitors who walk the second level hallways. this “view into the future” is designed 

to attract the brightest students, researchers and faculty to the new facility. these researches will provide the research programs needed 

to secure funding grants that will elevate the engineering program to the highest level.

two learning centers located adjacent to the main level commons area offers a unique opportunity for students to collaborate in spaces 

with movable technology to fit their project needs. these spaces are designed to fit any engineering discipline. like the clean room, 

students and visitors can observe the collaboration in the learning center through glass partitions. By putting engineering in sight of all 

who enter Stinson-Remick, the intent is to invigorate the mind and create a sense of excitement about the field of engineering and the 

forward thinking by the University of notre Dame.

the idea of engineering on display is continued through real time electrical power metering shown as a dashboard on publicly displayed 

flat screen monitors. the display illustrates metering of individual components and areas of the building, including the energy produced 

by a photovoltaic solar array on the roof and a micro-turbine. Both of these pieces of equipment are used by students for their academic 

studies.

throughout the building, opportunities are taken to illustrate the university’s commitment to the progression of the engineering field of 

study. inside, the commons area features a mural depicting the university’s vision of “engineering the future.” certified leeD gold in 

2010, the USgBc-issued plaque is proudly displayed at the entrance of the building as testimony to the ability for highly technical and 

complex buildings to be sustainable in their design. outside, Stinson-Remick’s prominent location on the main university thoroughfare 

shows the commitment to the value of engineering and an increasingly positive public perception.



claSS 10,000
clean Room

StinSon-Remick 
commonS aRea

valUe to tHe engineeRing pRofeSSion & pUBlic peRception

engineeRing on DiSplay
the research component of Stinson-Remick includes a nano- and micro-device fabrication and processing facility; electronic materials 

and device activities, an ultra-high vacuum crystal growth system, a clean room with advanced lab for constructing complex circuits; a 

semi conductor processing and devise fabrication clean room along with open research labs, analytical instrumentation and wet labs; 

and a materials characterization facility, with labs and specialty areas for imaging and electron optics.

these research components are poised to impact medical and engineering technology in the future that will have a dynamic and positive 

effect on the quality of human life.



Building Lifecycle 
(long-term)

Storm water management quantity controlBrown�eld redevelopment

Development density and community connectivity

Alternative transportation

Bicycle storage and changing rooms

No new parking

Site development for open space

Heat island e�ect for non-roof

Light pollution reduction

Construction waste management

Recycled content

Regional material use

Construction IAQ management before occupancy

Construction IAQ management during construction

Low-emitting materials adhesives, sealants and carpets

Project as an education program

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN FEATURES

Water use reduction - reduced usage by 48.6%

Optimized energy performance

Enhanced commissioning

Measurement and veri�cation

Increased ventilation

Indoor chemical pollutant source control

Controllability of lighting systems

Thermal comfort design and veri�cation

Water e�cient landscaping

Construction Level 
(short-term)

Fuel e�cient vehicles

Green cleaning and housekeeping plan

Social ,  economic anD SUStainaBle DeSign conSiDeRationS

HigH engineeRing
impact

perhaps the crowning achievement of Stinson-Remick Hall was the ability for such a large and complex facility to make such a minimal 

economic and environmental impact. Sustainability not only meant being accountable for environmental design but also systems 

efficiency that will be observed over the life of the building, thus reducing facility investment.

the leeD gold certification shows the university’s commitment to support of sustainable design and transfers this commitment to the 

next generation of engineers using the facility. the following are sustainable design features for the building:



loW eneRgy
impact

Social , economic anD SUStainaBle DeSign conSiDeRationS

energy reduction and energy recovery techniques that support the social, economic and sustainable design considerations are:

Occupancy sensing controls for lighting, heating and cooling•	

Heat recovery between the building exhaust air and entering make-up air•	

Micro-turbine generator to produce electricity and heat for the building systems•	

Heat recovery system between the heat generated in the clean room and the remainder of the building•	

Laboratory variable air volume system with flow tracking systems•	

The use of return air where possible•	

Variable flow water and process systems•	

Reduce lighting power intensity•	

Photovoltaic solar array for electricity production•	

Demand control ventilation•	

Low flow hot water faucets•	

Enhanced commissioning to ensure systems are operating properly•	

tHinking aHeaD
the principles of sustainability does not end with construction. Stinson-

Remick Hall was designed with a long-term vision, implementing energy-

efficient, low-impact and healthy design considerations that promote 

sustainability and a healthy environment for the entire building lifecycle. 

considerations also extended to the way users interacted with the 

building, including user-modified learning laboratories and interactive 

building systems as part of the curriculum. inside the classrooms, users 

are invited to rearrange seating and technology is mobile.



complexity

a Wolf in SHeep’S 
clotHing

Stinson-Remick Hall is the most complex mixture of program, function and 

architecture on campus. the facility houses the university’s first clean room 

environment where white-suited researchers move carefully through a highly 

sterile environment. inside, specialized lighting, power, vibration control and 

air-movement support the nanofabrication process. the nanofabrication 

space is actually three levels with a lower level equipment and service 

intensive sub-fabrication space supporting the specialized equipment needs. 

an upper level contains a bank of air handlers to create a constant flow of air 

down through the floor, always moving potential contaminants away from the 

work surface. this three level volume is wrapped in more traditional research 

and classroom spaces.

the building contains research space for material characterization, an energy center, and a nanoscience and technology center. the 

clean room supports the nanofabrication lab (an academic and research space). With research intensive functions the building operates 

24/7 and needs to maintain strict environmental controls. the undergraduate academic learning center is the core of the building allowing 

for multiple possibilities for collaboration among disciplines. the learning center builds on a multi-year university program that combines 

team based learning and hands-on project work.

the engineering system supporting Stinson-Remick Hall is as diverse and complex as the program space. the following is a partial list of 

the techniques applied to meet the diverse requirements of the building:

variable air volume heating and cooling utilizing air tracking control to maintain proper air flow and pressure relationships.•	

variable speed heating, cooling and process system pumping to meet unique and high ranging diversities.•	

all electronic building automation and control system with remote monitoring and system set point adjustments.•	

Specialized clean room and laboratory gases and liquids systems including reverse osmosis water, liquid nitrogen, •	 gasified 
nitrogen, e1.1 purified water, compressed air, laboratory vacuum and a host of exotic clean room gases and liquids.

an environment gas/ oxygen monitoring safety system within the clean room spaces.•	

Special security systems for the clean room and sub-fabrication spaces.•	

Special dry fire protection system for areas with expensive and sensitive equipment.•	

the integration of a photovoltaic solar array and a gas fired micro-turbine into the building systems for energy production •	 and for 
the use of the faculty and students. 

many energy recovery and energy reduction features to enable the building to meet the reduced energy requirement for •	 leeD 
certification.

clean Room mecHanical Space



complexity

pentHoUSe vieW 
the penthouse provided the flexibility of manifold air 

and piping systems as well as potential future growth. 

this was proven by the addition of a new fan system 

shortly after the building opening to accommodate a 

new research lab. the penthouse also allows for indoor 

maintenance and future equipment replacement without 

disruption.

pentHoUSe eqUipment plan

pentHoUSe piping plan

pentHoUSe DUctWoRk plan




